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Ab sportartiklar Oy establishes a small workshop 
in downtown Helsinki where locally sourced 
birch is transformed into the first products: 
javelins, skis and discuses. Running shoes are 
also developed and land on the feet of Hannes 
Kolehmainen, the first “Flying Finn”, and Ville 
Ritola. 

Continuing its tradition of efficiency-driven 
innovation, Karhu develops the first patented 
“Air Cusion” midsole system for its running 
footwear.

The company name is changed to Karhu, which 
is Finnish for bear. “The Flying Finns” dominate 
tracks around the world, garnering recognition 
for Karhu running shoes. Oh, and a guy named 
Paavo Nurmi returns back home with nine 
Olympic gold medals. 

Karhu R&D’s collaboration with the University 
of Jyväskylä results in the development of the 
“Fulcrum” technology.

Karhu dominates the 1952 Helsinki Olympics 
with 15 gold medal-winning spikes, including 
those of Emil Zatopek. Karhu sells its three 
stripes trademark to a now well-known athletic 
shoe company that still uses it to this day. 

The 100 year history of Karhu sees the brand 
continuing to innovate its footwear collection. 
Karhu develops Ortix Fit to provide runners 
with the next level of comfort. 



LINNut 
PACK

 hope iS 
the thing 

with 
FeatherS 

emily dickinSon

hope iS the thing with FeatherS  
that percheS in the Soul,  

and SingS the tune without the wordS,  
and never StopS at all,  

and SweeteSt in the gale iS heard;          
and Sore muSt be the Storm  
that could abaSh the little bird  
that kept So many warm.

i’ve heard it in the chilleSt land -
and on the StrangeSt Sea -

yet - never - in extremity,
it aSked a crumb - oF me.



ARIA

The Aria featured two 
technological innovations in 
running footwear: an internal 
carbon fiber Fulcrum in the 
midsole for a smooth transition, 
and a mono tongue upper 
construction for added comfort. 
This iconic model of the 90s 
remains an integral part of the 
SS18 Karhu Legend collection. 

The SS18 versions balance 
youthful energy with senior 
maturity through the color 
selection and lacing construction. 
The Aria is an easy shoe to wear 
and a comfortable model that is 
ready for the adventure around 
the next turn.

F803028
real teal / black

F803030
blue coral / golden rod

F803031
Silver birch / june bug

F803029
boa / june bug

F803032
Sedona Sage / lemon drop

sizes 4-14 

F803033
Silver birch / blue coral



synchRon clAssIc

The category of shoes known as 
the Synchron first made their 
debut in 1980. As the assortment 
got bigger over the years, it 
was always easy to recognize 
the group by the unorthodox 
lacing system in the toebox. The 
research and design team wanted 
to provide a better fitting upper 
and came up with the innovative 
lacing system for added comfort 
and durability. 

Some people still have a strong 
evocation of Karhu for being 
the brand with the funky lace. 
For SS18, Karhu packages the 
Synchron Classic with the same 
heritage and craftsmanship as the 
original 1995 version. We look to 
crossover running and create an 
outdoor feel on this silhouette 
using the top level suedes, nylons 
and meshes. The Synchron 
Classic remains a comfortable 
model featuring an air cushion 
unit and a stable heel cap.

sizes 4-14

F802627
june bug / white

F802631
boa / real teal

F802629
boa / roSe duSt

F802630
Silver birch / Storm gray

F802628
blue coral / glazed ginger

F802511
og

F802632
lunar rock / june bug



FUsIon 2.0

The Fusion 2.0 is a salute to the 
Karhu “Fusion” model from 1996 
when it was the most technical 
running shoe in the collection. 
The Fusion 2.0 has the soul of the 
90s, but the looks for 2018. 

sizes 4-14

F804028
deep cobalt / black

F804029
lunar rock / muted clay

F804026
blue coral / boa

F804027
boa / deep cobalt

F804031
mineral blue / pale khaki

F804030
boa / blue coral

F804032
bright white / Storm gray

F804033
Silver birch / Sedona Sage



chAMPIonAIR

Continuing its tradition of 
efficiency-driving innovation, 
Karhu develops the first 
patented “Air Cushion” midsole 
system for its running footwear. 
Karhu’s ChampionAir model 
becomes an instant top seller 
with runners worldwide; selling 
over 1,000,000 pairs globally.

sizes 4-13

F805001
jaFFa orange / black

F805002
claSSic blue / white

F805003
black / white

F805004
green / white

F805005
real teal / white

F805006
wet weather / white

F805007
white / Flame

F805008
golden rod / black



AlBATRoss-ElITE

Karhu presents the Albatross-
Elite as a more premium and 
detailed version of the classic. 
The Albatross-Elite features 
added depth on the upper with 
underlays of the M-logo, a 
padded tongue for increased 
comfort and a mix of materials 
including canvas on select colors. 

The midsole incorporates an extra 
EVA insert at the heel and adds 
flex grooves, a traditional 80s 
technology, to the forefoot for 
more comfort. This new addition 
to the Albatross family remains 
true to the construction of the 
original shape and measurements 
of its predecessor. 

sizes 4-13

F802580
avocado / camo

F802581
lunar rock / camo



AlBATRoss

Karhu invented the first Air 
Cushion midsole back in the 
1970s. It stirred attention and 
was copied by many prominent 
shoe companies.One of the most 
iconic Air Cushion models was 
the Albatross a lightweight runner 
that appealed to both men and 
women.

sizes 4-13

F802575
white / black

F802577
racing red / poSeidon

F802576
deep cobalt / Fiery red

F802578
Silver birch / jaFFa orange

F802579
lemon drop / Sedona Sage



AlBATRoss - clAssIcs

Karhu invented the first Air 
Cushion midsole back in the 
1970s. It stirred attention and 
was copied by many prominent 
shoe companies.One of the most 
iconic Air Cushion models was 
the Albatross a lightweight runner 
that appealed to both men and 
women.

sizes 4-13

F802519
black / white

F802500
orange / burnt orange

F802501
deep navy / white

F802556
avocado / white

F802567
black / black

F802505
grey / dark navy

F802555
golden rod / poSeidon
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Notes



karhu.com
KARHU RESERVES THE RIgHT TO MAKE CHANgES TO THE PRODUCT WITHOUT ANy PRIOR NOTICE.


